LOCAL EMERGENCY PLANNING COMMITTEE (LEPC)

September 8, 2022 – 10:00AM
Ada County Emergency Operations Center
Vernon L. Bisterfeldt Public Safety Building
7200 Barrister Dr. Boise, ID 83704

AGENDA

INFORMATION & DISCUSSION ITEMS

10:00 Welcome

10:05  NWS Weather Update / Forecast
Special Area of Focus – HeatRisk Product
Facilitator: Jay Breidenbach, Warning Coordination Meteorologist, National Weather Service
Summary: Discussion of this season’s extreme summer heat, the current wildfire smoke, and a seasonal outlook for the fall season, with a special area of focus on the NWS HeatRisk Product.

10:30  Planning Updates
Special Area of Focus – Family Assistance Center
Facilitators: Ada County Emergency Management & Community Resilience Staff
Summary: Discussion of current planning efforts and plan statuses to include, City EOPs, Mitigation, and Mass Fatality/Mass Casualty Management, with a special area of focus on Family Assistance Center planning efforts.

11:10  Training & Exercise Updates
Special Area of Focus – 2022 IDAVOAD Exercise
Facilitator: Greg Stone, EMCR Training, Exercise, & Education Coordinator
Summary: Discussion regarding training and exercise updates with a special area of focus on the 2022 IDAVOAD exercise.

11:30  Partner Brief Outs, Other Information, and Discussion Items

ADJOURNMENT